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The Good Egg discovers his true talent in this Level One I Can Read by the #1 New York

Times bestselling duo Jory John and Pete Oswald!The talent show is today and the Good Egg

is so excited. There’s just one problem. He doesn’t have an act!When the talent show starts, he

accepts that he’ll be just a regular ol’ audience member. But when his friends need help on

stage, the Good Egg steps up to help and discovers that being yourself and kindness deserve

a standing ovation.The Good Egg and the Talent Show is a Level 1 I Can Read book, which

means it's perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences. Whether shared at

home or in a classroom, the short sentences, familiar words, and simple concepts of Level One

books support success for children eager to start reading on their own

From School Library JournalK-Gr 2—John's popular character returns in an early reader

format. The Good Egg is excited for an upcoming talent show with fellow foods, but unsure

about a possible talent for the performance. From backstage, the Good Egg steps in to support

the other acts, leading to a new understanding about the talents that may not be visible, but

necessary for a strong community. Fans of the previous The Good Egg, will enjoy the

reappearance of favorite characters, and the story moves at a consistent pace for young

readers. The illustrations are engaging and colorful, and additional text within them infuses the

characters with an extra dose of personality. Emergent readers may find some words difficult

but will likely plow forward to stay with the plot. The Good Egg seems to learn a lesson about

kindness that is immediately forgotten, a plot twist that will confuse some readers and make

others chuckle. VERDICT The Good Egg is a welcome sight for early readers, but deserves a

better story.—Casey O'Leary --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJory

John is a New York Times bestselling author and two-time E. B. White Read Aloud Honor

recipient. Jory’s work includes the award-winning Goodnight Already! series; the bestselling

Terrible Two series; the popular picture books The Bad Seed, Penguin Problems, and Quit

Calling Me a Monster!; and the national bestseller All My Friends Are Dead, among other

books. He lives in Oregon. You can visit him online at www.joryjohn.com.Pete Oswald is an LA-

based artist, kid lit author/illustrator, and production designer. He is the co-creator of Mingo the

Flamingo, published in 2017 by HarperCollins. Pete is also the illustrator of The Bad Seed, by

Jory John. When Pete is not working on books he is helping to uplift many of the most

successful animated franchises as a character designer, concept artist, and production

designer. Pete lives in Santa Monica, California, with his wife and two sons.--This text refers to

the hardcover edition.
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Candace, “Love these!. The egg story books are a must! At any age my children love these”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A talent takes different forms. Cute story”

desiree, “Love it!!!. Such a sweet story. My six year old, loved it!”

Melissa, “A good book. My kiddos are a fan of jory John’s food related books. We enjoyed this

story of the talent show with the good egg. The egg helps every character who enters the

talent show and gets Recognition by the other characters that were actually in the show for

being helpful at the end. Cute story and art. Recommended”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Jory fans celebrate. We were thrilled to see these as we have been

loving all of the series!”

The book by Pete Oswald has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 76 people have provided feedback.
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